COMMUNICATE
An exhibition to reflect upon a theme that is a key part of the world we live in. Keep your Senses Alert, identify The Message and the Messengers, or go up the Douro River and its World Cultural Heritage. The contents are as varied as communication itself, using different multimedia technology.
Price: 5 €

THE ENGINE OF THE REPUBLIC: PRESIDENTIAL CARS
A chance to visit one of the most important collections of cars in the country: those which have been at the service of its Presidents in the hundred-year-old Republic. An opportunity to see some of the most memorable moments of the Portuguese Republic and the presidential institution, from 1910 to the present day, through photographs, texts, audiovisuals, as well as objects and documents that illustrate each President’s political activity.
Price: 3 €

THE AUTOMOBILE IN SPACE AND TIME
Did you know that the first car to enter Portugal was the Panhard & Levassor in 1895? Do you know the Marlei, a unique car model built for competition by Mario Leite? In this exhibition you can travel through the twentieth century’s socioeconomic history, reflect on the present and take a look at the future of the automobile.
Price: 3 €

METAMORPHOSIS OF A PLACE: CUSTOMS HOUSE MUSEUM
Find out how Miragaia beach disappeared when the New Customs House was built. Among test tubes and microscopes, imagine the ticking clocks and clacking typewriters and see also some of the sketches of the Customs House renovation and unique signs of the cultural activity that make this space a true “House of Communication”. This project also includes the old Customs House Library. Free entrance. Closed on weekends and public holidays.

INTERPRETATIVE VISIT TO THE NEW CUSTOMS HOUSE BUILDING
A visit that allows you to wander through this monumental neoclassical building, identifying the functions of the old customs services through the names of each section, going into what was once the Treasury, or discovering the old cranes of the quayside and railway line. Minimum 10 pax, booking required. Price 2,10 €.